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Las resoluciones de la Agencia Espafiola de Protecci6n de la Salud en
el Deporte no agotan la via administrativa, por lo que cabe recurso de alzada
impropio ante el Tribunal Administrativo del Deporte. Esta es otra de las
novedades de la L. 0. 3/2013, aunque no este referida directamente al ambito
del dopaje. En efecto, la creaci6n del Tribunal Administrativo del Deporte ha
supuesto 1a supresi6n del Comite Espafiol de Disciplina Deportiva y de laJunta
de Garantias Electorales, organismos ambos enraizados en el sistema deportivo
espafiol. Los recursos administrativos especiales ante el citado Tribunal pucden
interponerse en el plazo de treinta dias, que entiendo habiles, desde el siguiente
a la noti:ficaci6n de la resoluci6n. Se trata de un recurso de alzada impropio que
sera tramitado conforme a lo dispuesto en la Ley 30/1992, de 26 de noviembre,
de regimen juddico de las administraciones publicas y del procedimiento
administrativo comun, para el recurso de alzada. E:xiste 1a obligaci6n de resolver
los recursos en el plazo de tres meses desde la fecha de entrada del escrito de
iniciaci6n.Transcurrido el citado plazo, el interesado puede entender desestimado
el recurso26• Las resoluciones del Tribunal Administrativo del Deporte agotan la
via administrativa. Qyiero resaltar que ha desaparecido el curioso, y controvertido,
sistema "arbitral" instaurado por el articulo 29.1 de 1a L. 0. 7/2006 que pretendia
dar celeridad al proceso sancionador en la via administrativa.
Contra las resoluciones del Tribunal Administrativo del Deporte
cabe recurso ante la· jurisdicci6n contencioso-administrativa. Conforme
a la disposici6n adicional cuarta de la L. 0. 3/2013, en su apartado 2, las
refere�cias al Comite Espafiol de Disciplina Deportiva se entenderan hechas al
Tribunal Administrativo del Deporte, por lo que a falta de disposici6n expresa
entiendo que seran recurribles ante los juzgados centrales de lo contencioso
administrativo en aplicaci6n del articulo 9.1 de la Ley 29/1998, de 13 de
julio, de laJurisdicci6n Contencioso-Administrativa. El recurso contencioso
administrativo se tramitara en unica instancia y por el procedimiento abreviado
previsto en el articulo 78 de la citada Ley 29/1998.
Corno ya he indicado anteriormente, los deportistas calificados
oficialmente como de nivel internacional quedan al margen de las funciones
disciplinarias ejercidas por la Agenda Espafiola de Protecci6n de 1a Salud en el
Deporte y, en consecuencia, tambien de la revisi6n del Tribunal Administrativo
del Deporte. Las sanciones impuestas por la organizaci6n federativa carecen de
la condici6n de resoluciones administrativas, por lo que podran ser recurridas
ante el Tribunal Arbitral del Deporte (TAS).
26

Articulo 40 de la L 0. 3/2013.
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Anti-doping has seen no shortage of discussion this past year, with
the implementation of a revised Code from the World Antidoping Agency
(WADA)1 and various high profile cases and "scandals" across all sports2 •
Such scandals have in the past led to sweeping reforms in anti-doping.
In fact, WADA itself was established in 1999 as a direct response to the
highly publicised "Festina affair"3• This "Tour of Shame" involved revelations
of widespread doping during the Tour de France, following which the First
World Conference on Doping in Sport was held in Switzerland in 1999. Tue
outcome was the Lausanne Declaration on Doping in Sport'.
Tue Lausanne Declaration codi:fied the wishes of various governments,
sports federations and athletes to establish an independent, international anti
doping agency. Tue agency would be tasked with implementing an "Olympic
Movement Antidoping Code" and establishing universal sanctions for violations
discovered in both "in-competition'' and "out-of-competition'' controls5•
The·current WADA Code 2015 (as well as its prior 2003 and 2009 versions) is available on
the WADA website at <https://www.wada-ama.org/en/resources/the-code/world-anti
doping-code>.
1.,

),

2

The most recent scandal (in August 2015) involved a whistle-blower leaking IAAF data
collected from 12,000 blood tests from 5,000 athletes (see, for example <http://www.
bbc.com/sport/o/athletics/33749208>). 2015 also saw the publication of the Cycling
lnde�endent Reform Commission (CIRC) Report, an initiative from the UCI to investigate
the h1story of doping in the sport of cycling. The detailed findings made by the CIRC
are available at: <http://www.uci.ch/mm/Document/News/CleanSport/16/87 /99/
CIRCReport2015_Neutral.pdf>.

3

See <https://www.wada-ama.org/ en/who-we-are>. See also Rosen, D. M „ Dope: A history
of performance enhancement in sportsjrom the nineteenth century to today. Westport, Conn
(2008) Praeger at page 100: •when the Festina scandal struck, professional cycling was second
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only to soccer in terms of the sport's popularity in Europe. The impact of the Festina scandal can
befeit to this day, in the developments thatcame as a result af the sporting worid's reaction to
what happened''.
4

18 February1999, GR-C(99)5. Available at: <https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=402791>.
For a comprehensive history of the development of anti-doping regulations and WADA, see
Rigozzi, A. L'arbitrage international en matiere de sport Basel (2005) Helbing & Lichtenhahn
at pages 63-69.

5

lbid. Articles 2, 3 and 4.
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Following consultation with key stakeholders, in 2004 the World
Antidoping Code (WADA Code) entered into force, including the following
important provision:

Against this background, the purpose of this contribution is to consider
some ofthe key concepts regularly discussed in CAS awards14 and to provide
readers with an introduction to some of the more important features of the
WADA Code and to the types of evidence typically seen in anti-doping
proceedings. Given the sweeping reforms that have taken place in anti-doping
this year, the contribution will also (where possible and relevant) consider new
developments in the WADA Code as weil as how its interpretation could be
influenced by CAS jurisprudence to date15•

In cases arisingfrom competition in anInternationalEvent or in cases
involving International-Leve/Athletes, the decision may be appealed
exclusively to the Court ofArbitrationfor Sport ("GAS'') in accordance
with the provisions applicable before such court. 6

Whilst CAS had been hearing anti-doping proceedings since its inception
in 19847, the WADA Code sought to provide a certain level ofharmonisation
in the sanctions imposed on athletes for anti-doping rule violations. Tue extent
of such harmony is often debated8, however there is no doubt that there are
certain key concepts regularly discussed by CAS arbitration panels in antidoping proceedings. 9

1. THE APPLICABLE RuLEs AND THE RELEVANCE OF Sw1ss LAw
Prior to discussing specific concepts in tfie WADA Code, it is worth briefly
setting out some ofthe applicable rules for CAS anti-doping proceedings, which
are invariably influenced by Swiss law. Indeed, the latter pervades many elements
of CAS arbitrations as a result of: (i) the seat of all CAS arbitrations being
Lausanne, Switzerland16; and (ii) the fact that the majority of International
Federations and WADA itselfare domiciled in Switzerland17•

1

Indeed, according to recent statistics published by the CAS, anti-doping
proceedings accounted for 47% of all appeals procedures until 201410• Based
on the total number of appeals procedures, this means that approximately
1388 doping cases have been filed at the CAS over the years1 1• Whilst football
disputes account for the majority of CAS appeals proceedings in general12,
anti-doping disputes typically involve all manner of sports, from athletics and
cycling to motor, air and water sports and equestrian13•

6

See Article 13.2.1 of the 2004 WADA Code.

7

See Mclaren, R "A New Order: Athlete's Rights and theCourt of Arbitration at the Olympic
Games" (1998) 70/ympika: The lnternational}ournal of OlympicStudies at page 5. For a history
of theCAS see <http://www.tas-cas.org/en/general-informatiön/history-of-the-cas.html>.

8

See for example, Segan, J. Does the Coult of Arbitration for Spalt need a grand chamber; 15
January 2014: "[i}t is therefore perfectly open to one C4S Panel to depaltfrom the decision of
an earlier Panel, on a point of law. There is no palticular constraint on a C4S Panelfrom doing

so, and they regulariy do. As a result, there are now a whole series of impoltant issues in the
'1ex ludica" which are the subject of diverging strands of C4S case law, which can never be
authoritatively resolved". Article available at: <http://www.lawinsport.com/articles/item/
does-the-court-of-arbitration-for-sport-need-a-grand-chamber>.

9

See Rigozzi, A. L'arbitrage international en matiere de spolt at pages 648-651.

10

See Mavromati, D. / Reeb, M. The Code of the Coult af Arbitrationfar Spalt: Commentary,
Cases and Materials, Kluwer Law International, (2015) at page 401-402.

11

lbid. The precise number of anti-doping proceedings which have resulted in arbitral awards

12

lbid The CAS statistics provide only for a breakdown of sports in appeals procedures

13

The full list of WADA signatories (by sport and country) can be found at: <https://www.
wada-ama.org/en/what-we-do/the-code/code-signatories>.

is unknown as many of the awards are yet to be published by the CAS.

generally, so it is difficult to determine the precise breakdown of different sports in CAS
proceedings involving anti-doping.

14

As to the concept of CAS •jurisprudence", it has been stated that: "C4Sjurisprudence has notably
refined and developed a number of principles of sports law, such as the concepts of strict liability
(in doping cases) andfairness, which might be deemed part of an emerging "Lex spoltiva: Since
C4S jurisprudence is largely based on a variety of sports regulations, the palties' reliance on C4S
precedents in their pleadings amounts to the choice of that speciflc bodyof case law encompassing
certain generalprinciples derived.from and applicable ta sports regulations" (seeCAS 2002/O/373
COC&Scottv/OCat page 18). However the "precedential" or binding nature of an earlierCAS
award has been regularly discussed, with most Panels seemingly accepting that: "although
a C4S panel in principle might end up deciding diiferentlyfrom a previous panel it must accord
to previous C4S awards a substantial precedential value and it is up to the party advocating a
jurisprudential change to submit persuasive arguments and evidence to that effect" (see CAS
2008/A/1545Andre0Anderson, LaTasha ColanderClark,}earlMiles-Clark, TorriEdwards, Chryste
Gaines, Monique Hennagan, Passion Richardson v/IOC at page 22).

15

For further information on the changes to the WADA Code in 2015, see the following
comprehensive articles on same: Rigozzi, Haas, Wisnosky and Viret, Breaking down the
process for determining a basic sanction under the 2015 Worid Antidoping Code, lnt Sports
Law J (2015) 15:3-48 (available at <http://ssrn.com/abstract=2631425>); Rigozzi, Viret
and Wisnosky, Does the Worid Antidoping Code Revision Live up to its Promises?, Jusletter
11 November 2013 (available at: <http://www.lk-k.com/data/document/rigozzi-viret
wisnosky-wadc-revision-11-november-2013.pdf>) Rigozzi, Viret and Wisnosky, LatestChanges
to the 2015 WADA Code - Fairer; Smalte,; Clearer. .. and not quite Finished, Jusletter 20 January
2014 (available at <http://www.lk-k.com/data/document/rigozzi-viret-wisnosky-latest
changes-the-2015-wada-code-jusletter-20-january-2014.pdf>).

16

See Article R28 of theCASCode and "International Sports Arbitration: Why does Swiss Law
Matter?" in: Rigozzi/Sprumont/Hafner (eds), Citius, Altius, Foltius - Melanges en l'honneur
de Denis O swald, Basel 2012, at pages 444-45.

17

See Valloni and Pachmann, Sports Law in Switzeriand, (2011) Kluwer Law International,
Netherlands at pages 65-76.
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As a result,with the exception of rare cases in which all the parties to the
arbitration are domiciled in Switzerland18, CAS arbitrations are governed by
Chapter 12 of the Swiss Private International Law Act (PILA). Importantly,
Article 182 of Chapter 12 of the PILA provides that "the parties may,directly
or by reference to rules of arbitration, determine the arbitral procedure" and
that,"[i]f the parties have not determined the procedure, the arbitral tribunal
shall determine it to the extent necessary, either directly or by reference to a
statute or to rules of arbitration", keeping in mind that "[r]egardless of the
procedure chosen, the Arbitral tribunal shall ensure equal treatment of the
parties and the right of both parties to be heard in adversarial proceedings"19•
This means that,in effect,cases before the CAS are conducted according
to the provisions of the CAS Code of Sports-related Arbitration (CAS
Code). Within the CAS Code,Article\R58 then expressly provides for sports
regulations to be the "Law Applicable to the merits"20, which means that in
practice many issues will be determined according to the specific rules in the
relevant sports regulations.
When it comes to anti-doping,the WADA Code is not directly applicable
to the proceedings21,but rather the "law applicable to the merits" will be the
version of the WADA Code that has been adopted by the relevant international
18

S ee for instan ce CAS 2010/ A/2083 UC/ v/}an Ullrich &

19

The PILA is a va ila bl e in English at <https://www.swissarbitration.or g/sa/downl oad/
IPRG_english.pdf>.

20

Article R58 of the CAS Code states: "{t]he Panel shall decide the dispute according to the
applicable regulatians and, subsidiarily, to the rules of law chosen by the parties or; in the
absence of such a choice, according to the law of the country in which thefederation, association
or sports-related body which has issued the challenged decision is domiciled or accarding ta the
rules of law the Panel deems appropriate".
S ee CAS 2011/N2612 Liao Huiv. lnternational Weightlifting Federation (IWF)at para. 98 where
the Panel confirmed prior CAS j urisprudence on this poin t: "Hence, the WADC is -even ifthe
relevant international federation is a signatory to the WADC - not a document that by its very
nature is directly applicable between said federation and its affiliated athletes. Thisfinding is in
line with constantCASjurisprudence. InCAS2008/A/1718-1724 (para. 61)the Panel held-inter
alla: 'The Parties submitted, each of themfor different reasons, that the WADC should be applied
by the Panel. The Panel refersfirst to the clear wording of the WADC 2003 and 2009, notably
under thefirst paragraph of the lntroduction chapter where it is mentioned that international
federations are nresponsible for adopting, implement or enforcing anti-doping rules within their
authority (..)". There are numerous CAS cases on the question of the direct applicability of the
WADC{references omittedj The Panel considers that itfollowsfram this wording of the WADC
that it does not claim to be directly applicable to athletes". Furthermore, it fallows that the
associations have autonomy to regulate their internal matters -subjectto mandatory provisions
of law - at their discretion. By issuing its anti-doping rules the /MF has exercised this discretion
exhaustively and exclusively without any possibility that other regulations could apply unless
there was a specific reference in the IMF Ru/es."'

21
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1

federation.22 With that said,such rules are based on the WADA Code23, which
provides specific and mandatory rules relating to the burden of proof (Section
II) and standard of proof (Section III) in anti-doping proceedings, as weil as
the evidence upon which the respective parties can rely (Section IV).
Finally, anti-doping proceedings are also inevitably shaped by the
application of mandatory laws as commonly noted in CAS proceedings:
Furthermore, itfollows that the associations have autonomy to regulate
their internal matters - subject to mandatory provisions law - at
their discretion. By issuing its anti-doping rules the IAAF has exercised
this dt"scretion exhaustively and exclusively without any possibility
that other regulations could apply unless there was a speci:ftc reference
in the IAAF Rules24•

oJ

j

(

l
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II. THE BURDEN OF PROOF IN ANTIDOPING PROCEEDINGS
A. GENERAL PROVISIONS
One of the most important notions in anti-doping proceedings is that of
the burden of proof, which has been described by the CAS as follows:

oJ

oJ

oJ

Despite the notion
"burden proof' being tied to the taki�g
evidence, the predominant scholarly opinion is that- in international
cases - burden proofis governed by the /ex causae, i.e. by the law
applicable to the merits the dispute and not by the law applicable
to the procedure.

oJ

Swiss O/ympic at pa ra. 27.

oJ

22

Fo� example, th e U ni �n Cycliste Interna tionale (UCI) (see : <http://www.uci.ch/inside
uc1/ru les-an d-r e g ulat1on s/re gulatio n s/>)1 the Inte r na tio nal Association of Athletics
Fede �a ti on� (IAAF) (se �: <http://www.iaaf.org/about-iaa f/docum ents/a nti-dopin g>);
,
th e Federat1on Interna tionale de Football Association (FIFA) (see : <http://re sources.fifa.
com_lmm/do�u ment/affederation/admin istration/02/49/28/61/circularno.1458-fifaanti
dopingregulat1on s_neutral.pdf>); an d the Federation In terna tionale de Natacion (FINA)
(see: <http://www.fina.org/H20/docs/rules/2015/FINA_DC_rules.pdf>).

23

Th e lntroduction to the Code states that"All provisions of the Codeare mandatory in substance

and must be followed as applicable by each Antidoping Organization and Athlete or other
Pers�n. The Code does not, however; replace or ellminate the needfor comprehensive anti
·doprng rules to be adopted by each Antidoping Organization. While some provisions of the
�ode must be incorporated without substantive change by each Antidoping Organization in
1ts own anti-dop�nfl r�les, other pro�isions of the Code establish mandatory guiding principles
that allowfl.ex1b1bty rn the formu/at,on of ru/es by each Antidoping Organization or establish
�e�uirements '.hat "!ust befc:,'lowed by each A �tidoping Organization but need not be repeated
rn 1ts own antl-doprng rules . Those rules wh1ch must be implemented without substantive
change are set out in Article 23.2. of the WADA Code.

24

For example, see CAS 2011/A/2612 Liao Hui v. International Weightlifting Federation (IWF)at
para. 98 (citing CAS 2008/A/1718-1724 at para. 61).
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7herefare, thejirst question to be determined is which is the applicable
law to the merits, other than the [cy cling} Regu lations, to which the
Panel can turnfar any necessary clarijications concerning the content
of the "burden of proof'.

[ . .}
Under Swiss law, the "burden ofproof' is regulatedbyArt. 8 ofthe Swiss
Civil Code (hereinafter re.ferred to as "CC"), which, by stipulating
which party carries such burden, determines the consequences ofthe lack.
ofevidence, i. e. the consequences ofa relevantfact remaining unproven.
Indeed, Art. 8 CC stipulates that, unless the law provides otherwise,
each party must prove thefacts uponwhich it is relying to invok.e a right,
thereby implying that the case must be decided against the party that
fails to adduce such evidence. Furthermore, the burden ofproofnot only
allocates the risk. among the parfies ofa givenfact not being ascertained
but also allocates the duty to submit the relevantfacts before the courtl
tribunal lt is the obligation ofthe party that bears the burden ofproof
in relation to certainfacts to also submit them to the courtltribunaP.5•

W ith respect to anti-doping proceedings under the WADA Code,Article
3.1 expressly provides as an initial and fundamental rule that:
[t]he Antidoping Organization shall have the burden of establishing
that an anti-doping rule violation has occurred. 26 ·

Importantly, as set out in the WADA Code and confirmed in numerous
CAS cases, an anti-doping rule violation is "committed ...without regard to an
Athlete's Fault" and it is "not necessary that intent,fault,negligence or knowing
use" be demonstrated27• This concept is often referred to as "strict liability",
25

CAS 2011/A/2384 UCI v. Alberto Contador Velasco & RFEC and CAS 2011/A/2386 WADA v.
Alberto Contador Velasco & RFEC at para. 245-249 (references omitted). Anöther CAS Panel
has framed the question as follows: •According to the general rules and principles of law,facts

pleaded have to be proved bythose who plead them[..]This means, in practice, that when a party
invokes a specific right it is required to prove such facts as normally comprise the right invoked,
while the other party is required to prove such facts as exclude, or prevent, the e.fficacy of the facts
proved, upon which the right in question is based' (CAS 2007 /A/1380 MKE Ankaragücü Spor
Kulubu v. S. at para. 25).
26

27
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This provision has remained unchanged between the 2009 and 2015 WADA Code.
See Article 2.1.1 of the WADA Code and the Comment thereto. See also CAS 2009/A/1768
Hansen v Federation Equestre Internationale (FE!) at para. 13: •Finally it is immaterial that

in the particular circumstances it cannot be shown that the substance did affect [the athlete's
pe,formanceJ ltis another aspectof the stridliabilityrule that the sports'governing bodywill not
have to establish such matters; and it will not avail the sportsman [. ..} to show that it had no such
effect. The disqualiflcation of an athleteforthe presence of a prohibited substance, whetheror not
the ingestion ofthat substance was intentional or negligent and whether or not the substance in
fad had anycompetitive effect, has routinely been upheld by 0\5 panels. See in particular 0\5
200slA/829 Ludger Beerbaum v/ FE/ para 12.19: 'to construe the proviso as allowing the FEl}C

and brings with it an obligation of the relevant anti-doping organisation to
ensure that it has conducted itself(and its tests) in accordance with the relevant
regulations and WADA standards28 •
Article 3.1 of the WADA Code then goes on to note that other articles
of the Code impose the burden on the athlete29 to "rebut a presumption" or
"establish specified facts or circumstances"30•
Thus,whilst the fundamental starting point to any anti-doping proceedings
is that the anti-doping agency is required to establish the relevant violation,
the athlete must also establish certain facts in defending himself or herself.
N otable examples of the latter include:
a)
Article 2.10 (a new addition to the WADA Code) requires an
athlete to establish that his or her "prohibited association'' with
a person who has been criminally convicted or professionally
disciplined for doping was "not in a professional or sport related
capacity".31 Tue application of this provision is likely to provide
for interesting CAS jurisprudence, in particular in terms of
the evidence required to demonstrate (and, on the part of the
anti-doping organisation to rebut) the purpose of an athlete's
association with designated persons.
b)
Article 3.2.2 provides for a rebuttable presumption that anti
doping laboratories have conducted sample analysis and custodial

28

29
30
31

(or the 0\5) to allow an appeal against disqualification on the grounds that it was proven that
there was neither intent to gain competitive advantage nor success in so doing would be contrary
to tliose principles. 'See also Baxter v IOC 0\52002/A/376 para 3.29: 'Thedisqualification of an
athletefor the presence of a prohibited substance, whether or not the ingestion of that substance
was intentional or negligent and whether or not the substance inJoct had any competitive ejfect,
has routinely been upheld by 0\5panels111•
See for example CAS 2014/A/3487 Veronica Campbell 0Brown v. JAAA & IMF at para. 147:
"The Panel accepts there is considerableforce in the proposition that, in order to just!fy imposing
a rejJime of strict liability against athletes for breaches of anti-doping regulations, testing bodies
should be held to an equivalent standard of strict compliance with mandatory international
standards of testing".
Throughout this chapter, any reference to an athlete in the context of the WADA Code
includes both the concept of an Athlete and another Person (as defined in Appendix 1 to
the WADA Code).
See Section 11.B below for examples offacts for which the athlete hasthe burden of proof.
Article 2.10 of the 2015 WADA Code aims at limiting the possibilityfor athletes' entourages
encouraging and/or assisting doping. However, in view of the potentially wide scope of
the provision an opportunity is provided to the athlete to prove that his or her "prohibited
association" was unrelated to sport. This is essentially a recognition of the fact that in some
circumstances it would be impossible (or at least over-burdensome) to prohibit athletes
from association with such persons -for example other members of a team, physicians and
friends and family. See Rigozzi, Viret and Wisnosky, Does the World Antidoping Code Revision
Live up to its Promises? at pages 15-17.

1
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c)

procedures in accordance with the applicable regulations. Tue
burden of proof is on the athlete to establish that a departure
from these regulations occurred and that such departure could
"reasonably" have caused the positive test.32 In the event that
an athlete does rebut this presumption, the burden of proof
shifts back to the anti-doping organisation to establish that the
departure in question did not in fact cause the positive test33 •
lnterestingly, the new Article 3.2.1 (an addition to the 2015
WADA Code) provides for a further,also rebuttable,presumption
that analytical methods and decision limits approved by WADA
are scientifi.cally valid. Once again, the athlete may rebut this
presumption, however there are certain requirements that must
be met, including that WADA be notifi.ed of the challenge and
the basis of the challehge34.

32

This provision was previously Article 3.2.1 of the 2009 Code. The only material change to the
provision is the extension of the presumption in favour of WADA accredited laboratories
to also encompass "other laboratories approved by WADA". Article 3.2.3 provides for
similar presumptions and allocations ofthe burden of prooffor "departure[s] from another
International Standard or other anti-doping rule or policy".

33

The interpretation of Article 3.2.1 was considered in detail in the recent proceedings CAS
2014/A/3487 VeronicaCampbell-Brown v.JAM & IMFwhere the Panel noted (inter alia) that:

"As a preliminary point, the Panel notes that it will be relatively rarefor an IST departure itse!fto
diredly cause an adve�e analytical.finding. lnstead, it appea� that the rule is primarily intended
to address situations where an IST departure creates an opportunityfor an intervening ad (for
example, of accidental contamination or deliberate sabotage) to compromise the integrity af the
athlete's sample. [. .. C}ertain IST departures will be treated as so serious that, by their very nature,
they will be considered to undermine the fairness of the testing process to such an extent that it is
impossible for a reviewing body to be comfortably satis.fied that a doping violation has occurred
[... Tjhe Panel conside� that Rute 33.3(b) requires a shift in the burden of proof whenever an athlete
establishes that it wou[d be reasonable to condude that the IST departure could have caused the
Adve�e Analytica[ Finding. In other words, the athlete must establish factsfrom which a reviewing
panel cou[d rationallyinfera possible causative link between the IST departure arrd the presence of a
prohibited substance in the athlete's sample. Forthese purposes, the suggested causative link mustbe
more than merely hypothetical but need not be likely, as [ong as it is plausible. The Panel conside�
that this interpretation - which does not set the bar for a shift in the burden of proof to an unduly
high threshold -strikes an appropriate balance between the rights of athletes to have their samples
collected and tested in accordance with mandatory testing standards, and the legitimate interest in
preventing athletesfrom escaping punishmentfordoping violations on the basis ofinconsequential or
minor technical infroctions of the IST[. ..}The mandatoryIST are designed to eliminate the passibility
ofcontamination ajfecting theoutcomeof anti-doping tests. To ensure that anti-doping bodiesstrictl.y
adhere to those standards, and to ensure that athletes are not unfoirly prejudiced iftheyfailed to
do so, IMF Rute 33.3(b) must be interpreted in such a way as to shift the burden of proof onto the
anti-doping organisation whenever a departurefrom an IST gives rise to a material-as opposed to
merelytheoretical - possibilityaf sample contamination" (at para. 142-165).
34

Notably, at WADA's request a CAS Panel faced with a challenge "shall appoint an appropriate
scientific expert to assistthe panel in its evaluation of the challenge". WADA shall also have
the right to intervene as a party, appear amicus curiae or otherwise provide evidence in any
such proceeding (see Article 3.2.1).
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ß. THE SANCTIONING PROCESS AND THE ßURDEN OF PROOF

In addition to these ·general provisions, there is now a (somewhat
complicated) process to determine the basic sanction of an athlete under the
2015 WADA Code35 •
Under the 2009 Code,for violations of the presence or use of a prohibited
substance or method,the basic sanction was a two year period of ineligibility.
Athletes held the burden of proof to establish that they were entitled to a
reduction of that sanction, and anti-doping organisations held the burden of
proof to establish that there were aggravating circumstances present that would
justify an increase in the basic sanction.
Tue 2015 WADA Code offers a more complex solution,with a four-year
basic sanction if the violation was intentional (as newly defi.ned in Article
10.2.3), and a two-year basic sanction if the violation was not intentional. As
to the respective burdens of proofimposed on the athlete and the anti-doping
organisation, Article 10.2 provides as follows:
d)
If the case does not involve a Specifi.ed Substance (i.e. it involves
what is considered to be a more inherently doping-related
substance or method)36, the athlete must prove that the violation
was not intentional in order for a standard period of ineligibility
of two years to apply. lf the athlete fails to establish this, a four
year period of ineligibility will apply.
e)
If the case does involve a Specified Substance,a two year period
of ineligibility will apply unless the anti-doping organisation
can prove that the relevant violation was intentional. ff the anti
doping organisation succ::eeds in proving this, a four year period
of ineligibility will apply.
Article 10.2 of the WADA Code also provides for certain presumptions
when it comes to the concept of "intention''. For example: (i) the use of a

35

For a comprehensive discussion ofthe sanctioning process under the 2015 WADA Code
see: Rigozzi, Haas, Wisnosky and Viret, Breaking down the process for determining a basic
sandion under the 2015 World Antidoping Code, lnt Sports Law J (2015) 15:3-48 (available at
<http://ssrn.com/abstract=2631425>).

36

As to Specified Substances vs Prohibited Substances, the comment to Article 4.2.2 of the
WADA Code provides that "Specified Substances [. ..} should not in any way be considered less

important or less dangerous than other doping substances. Rather, they are simply substances
which are more likely to have been consumed by an Athlete for a purpose other than the
enhancement of sport performance".
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Speci:fied Substance which is only prohibited in-competition37 will be rebuttably
presumed not to be "intentional" if the athlete can establish that it was used
out-of-competition3 8; and (ii) the use of a non-Speci:fied Substance which is
only prohibited in-competition "shall not be considered intentional"39 if the
athlete can establish both that it was used out-of-competition and in a context
unrelated to sport performance.
Article 10.3 deals with ineligibility for other anti-doping rule violations
and, by way of example, provides for the following burdens on athletes:
a)

b)
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for an opportunity to receive a reduction to the stap.dard period of ineligibility
based on the athlete's degree of fault. 41
To do so, the burden is on the athlete to establish (inter alia) the following
key elements:42
a)
How the Prohibited Substance entered his or her system (unless
the athlete is a minor);43
b)
That:
a. Tue Athlete bears no fault or negligence (Article 10.4); or

For evading, refusing or failing to submit to sample collection and
for tampering, a four year period of ineligibility will apply unless
the athlete can establish that the offence was not intentional. If
the athlete succeeds in establi"shing this, a standard two year period
of ineligibility will apt?ly.

For whereabouts failures40 the standard period of ineligibility is
two years, however this may be reduced to one year if the athlete
can prove a low degree of fault. This reduction is not available
where a "pattern of last minute whereabouts changes or other
conduct raises a serious suspicion that the Athlete was trying
to avoid being available for Testing". Whilst the burden is not
expressly set out in relation to the latter, it is assumed that the
anti-doping organisation will be required to prove such pattern.

b. Tue Athlete bears no signi:ficant fault or negligence
(Articles 10.5. 1. 1 and 10.5.2); or
c., That the Prohibited Substance44 came from a Contaminated
Product45 and that the athlete bears no signi:ficant fault or
negligence.
41

42
43

C. REDUCTION OF A SANCTION AND THE ßURDEN OF PROOF
In both the 2009 and 2015 WADA Code, once the basic sanction is
determined the next step is to evaluate whether there are any available grounds
to reduce (or in the 2009 Code to increase) the sanction.Whilst marked changes
have been made to the sanctioning process, the 2015 Code is consistent with
the 2009 version of the WADA Code insofar as Articles 10.4 and 10.5 provide
37

38
39
40

"l n-competition" testing is defined as " the period commencing twelve hours before a
Competition in which the Athlete is scheduled ta participate through the end of suchCompetition
and the Sample collection process related to such Competition" (see Appendix 1 to the WADA
Code). Appendix 1 also provides that International Federations or event ruling bodies
may provide for a different definition of ln-Competition, one example being FINA which
differentiates between Competitions and Events in its definition of ln-Competition (see
<http://www.fina.org/H20/docs/rules/2015/FINA_DC_rules.pdf>).
"Out-of-competition" is defined as "[a]ny period which is not ln-Competition.
Notably, Article 10.2.3 does not explicitly referto a "rebuttable presumption" in this instance,
however it is assumed that this was simply an error in drafting rather than the intentional
exclusion of the anti-doping organisation's ability to rebut the athlete's "intention".
Whereabouts failures include a combination of three missed tests and/or filing failures
within a twelve month period (see Article 2.4).

44
45

The 2009 WADA Code also provided for an opportunity for the anti-doping organisation
to increase the period of ineligibility where "aggravating circumstances" were present (see
Article 10.6 2009 WADA Code). In light of the increase to the basic sanction, this has been
removed from the 2015 WADA Code.
See further Section 111.B (final paragraph) belowfor other instances in which the burden of
proof is imposed on the athlete.
See the definitions to "No Fault or Negligence" and "No Significant Fault or N egligence" in
Appendix, to the WADA Code. The policyjustifications forthis burden have been discussed
in the recent case of CAS 2014/A/3615 WADA v. Lauris Daiders, }anis Daiders & FIM at para.
47-50 as follows: " Articles 10-5.10nd10-5.2 of the FIM AD, as modelled in the WADc; addressed
the burden of proofi providing that it is for the athlete charged with a doping offence to establish
how a prohibited substance entered his orher body. That is the ordinaryand natural meaning of the
words set out in these Articles, as confirmed by well-established previous O\S case law {references
omitted]. Thatmeaning is supported by the context in which those words appear. The dischargeofthe
athlete's burden is a condition precedentto the person charged being able to obtain the elimination
or reduction of the standard sanction.for afirst offence: he or she must establish an absence of
fault or negligence, or of significant fault or negligence. lt is a necessary (but not exhaustive)first
stage in a two-stage process: unless that burden is discharged, the second stage (establishing the
absence of fault or negligence or of significant fault or negligence) will not be satisfied There is a
significant dijference in terms of the degree of fault or negligence between a situation in which, on
the one hand, the prohibited substance was.found in a supplement taken on the recommendation
of a trusted and experienced sports doctaror, on the other hand, in a supplement taken without any
such recommendation oron the advice of a casual acquaintance who lacked relevant qualifications.
lt is.for the person charged ta satisfy the adjudicating authority where, along a spectrum, his own
situation falls. This then enables the adjudicatory body to determine whether and ta what extent
the standard sanction might be modified This approach is supported by relevantconsiderotions of
polio/, The person charged needs ta be ab[e ta know what.food, supplement, drinkormedicine he has
taken or, as the case may be the circumstances in which it could have, without his knowledge, been
administered to him. The FIM or WADA will generolly not have such know[edge. lt is this disparity
between the parties in terms of access to relevant in.formation which justifies the imposition ofthe
burden of proof on the person charged rather than on the person charging".
Whether specified or non-specified.
Defined as a "produd that contains a Prohibited Substance that is not disclosed on the product
Label or in information available in a reasonable Internet search".

1

1
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Notably, the 2015 WADA Code no longer contains the (nmch debated)
version ofArticle 10.4 which existed in the 2009 Code and required an athlete
to prove both the source of the substance and that it was not "intended to
enhance the Athlete's sport performance or mask the use of a performance
enhancing substance."46 With that said, and as set out above, the 2015 Code
now contains a new concept of"intent" which is incorporated throughout the
Code and may bring with it new challenges of interpretation.

I I I. THE STANDARD OF PROOF IN ANTIDOPING PROCEEDINGS
Once the burden ofproof(i.e. the allocation ofrisk) has been determined, it
is necessary to consider the standard according to which the relevant party must
prove the particular facts at issue. 'JNs concept is known as the "standard ofproof".
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Additional standards have been formulated in sports arbitration, the
most relevant in terms ofanti-doping proceedings being that of"comfortable
satisfaction'' which is typically expressed as falling somewhere between the
above two standards49 • Tue concept of comfortable satisfaction was in fact a
creation ofCAS jurisprudence50 which has now been expressly de:fined in the
WADA Code.

A. CoMFORTABLE SATISFACTION
As noted, the concept of"comfortable satisfaction'' was developed by the
CAS prior to the implementation of the WADA Code, and is now routinely
employed in disciplinary proceedings (the most prevalent examples being
doping and corruption cases)51 •
Tue standard has been redefined in the WADA Code as follows:

There is no rule in the PIL�, nor in the CAS Code, which defines the
applicable standard ofprooffor CAS arbitrations. Accordingly, two different
scenarios can arise at CAS - cases which involve an express standard imposed
by the relevant sports federation (or in the case ofanti-doping, by WADA) 47,
and cases in which no such express standard ofproofis specified.
By way of introduction, the traditional standards of proof in legal
proceedings are:
a)

the "balance ofprobabilities" (that is, the standard typically applied
in civil law matters); and

b)

"beyond reasonable doubt" (that is, the standard applied in criminal
law matters)48 •

The provisibn applied specifically in relation to specified substances. For a comprehensive
discussion of the jurisprudence relating to the application of this provision see Rigozzi/
Quinn, lnadvertent Doping andthe DIS, Part/, ReviewofDISjurisprudence on the interpretation
ofArticle 10.4 ofthe Current WADA Code, LawinSport, November 2013, available at: <http://
www.lawinsport.com/articles/anti-doping/item/inadvertent-doping-and-the-cas-part-i
review-of-cas-jurisprudence-on-the-interpretation-of-article-10-4-of-the-current-wada
code> and Rigozzi/Quinn, lnadvertentDoping andthe DIS, Part II, The relevance ofa ncredible
non-doping explanation n in the application ofArticle 10.4 of the WADA Code, LawinSport,
November 2013, available at: < h ttp: //www.lawinsport.com/articles/anti-doping/
item/inadvertent-doping-and-the-cas-part-ii-the-relevance-of-a-credible-non-doping
explanation-in-the-application-of-article-10-4-wada-code>.
47

Consistent jurisprudence has upheld the validity of a sports-governing body choosing
to impose its own concept of the applicable standard of proof with two relatively recent
decisions reinforcingthis notion: CAS 2011/A/2625 Mohamed Bin Hammam v. FIFA at para.
150-155 c!nd CAS 2011/A/2490 Daniel Köllererv. Association ofTennis Professionals, Womens
Tennis Association, International Tennis Federation & Grand Siam Committee at para. 82-85.
Although it has been consistently debated, the direct application of the criminal standard
of "beyond reasonable doubt" has been held to be inappropriate in the context of
sports arbitration (with particular reference to doping offences). See, for example, CAS

'Ibe standard ofproofshall be whether theAntidoping Organisati on has
e stablished an anti- doping rufe violation to the comfartable satisfa ction
of the hearing panel, bearing in mind the seri ousness of the alle gation
which is made. 'Ibis standard ofproofin all cases is greater than a mere
balance of probability but le ss than proof be yond reasonable doubt52•

In view ofthe serious repercussions ofbeing found guilty ofa disciplinary
violation, CAS panels have emphasised the importance ofkeeping in mind the

2009/A/1912 & 1913 P. & DESG v. ISU at para. 124. See also CAS 2014/ A/3630 Dirk de

Ridder v. ISAF at para. 114.
49

Other formulations of the standard of proof in sports arbitration include: (i) "Personal
conviction", which is most akin to comfortable satisfaction and found in Art 97 ofthe FIFA
D isciplinary Code; and (ii) "Preponderance of the evidence", which is akin to the balance
of probabilities and featured in Section G.3(a) of the Uniform Tennis Anti-Corruption
Program.

so

See CAS OG 1996/003 Komeev& GhoulievvIOCat page 17: "In ourviewan appropriateexpression
ofthe standard ofproofrequired is that the ingredien/5 must be established to the comfortable
satisfaction ofthe Court having in mind the seriousness ofthe allegation which is made".
See for example CAS 2009/A/1912 & 1913 P. & DESG v. ISU at para. 124: "The 'comfortoble
satisfaction 'test is well-known in DISpractice, as it has been the normal DIS standardin many
anti-doping cases even priorto the WADA Code (see e.g. TAS 2002/A/403-408 UCI c. Pontani
& FC!, DIS 98/208 N v. FINA, DIS OG/96/004 K & G. v. IOCJ'.

51

52

The Commentto Article 3.1 also states thatthis standard "is comparable tothe standard which
is applied in most countries to cases involving professional misconduct". Notably, as early as
1996 it was suggested that because anti-doping rule violations are "strict liability" offences
a higher degree of satisfaction than might otherwise be appropriate may be necessary: see
CAS OG 1996/003 Korneev& Ghouliev v lOC at page 18.
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"seriousness ofthe allegation which is made"53 • Tue standard - and the evidence
required to meet it - has been clarified by CAS as follows54:

oJ

. . . the sta nda rd
proof does not itself cha nge depending on the
seriousness ofthe (p urely disciplinary) cha rges. Ra ther, the more serious
the cha rge, the more cogent the evidence must be in support. 55
. . . the more serious theallega tion being considered the greater is the degree
ofevidencewhichis required toachieve the requisite degreeofcomfarta ble
satisfaction necessary to establish the commission the o.ffence". 56

oJ

Thus, it is clear that the use ofthis standard in anti-doping proceedings, as
weil as its interpretation by CAS, offers somewhat of a safeguard to the accused
athlete by requiring the satisfaction of the offence to a higher standard than
.that typically used in civil' proceedings.
Whilst the WADA Code doq; not expressly identi:fy all facts which must
be proven to a panel's comfortable satisfaction, the general requirement in
Article 3 .1 (i.e. that "the Antidoping Organisation must establish the existence
of an anti-doping rule violation to the comfortable satisfaction of the relevant
panel") permeates all elements of anti-doping proceedings57•
Notably, the 2015 Code does not expressly provide for a particular standard
ofproofin relation to the requirement for an Antidoping Organisation to prove
intent (i.e. in order to determine tjle standard sanction as per Article 10.2). That
said, it is submitted that CAS will require the Antidoping Organisation to meet
53
54
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its burden to the standard of comfortable satisfaction bearing in mind: (i) the
general requirement for the Antidoping Organisation to prove offences to this
standard; and (ii) the fact that CAS has imposed such standard in the past for
comparable situations (e.g. the requirement for an Antidoping Organisation
to prove aggravating circumstances under, the - now abolished - Article 10.6
of the 2009 WADA Code).58
B. THE BALANCE OF PROBABILITIES

Tue other standard of proof routinely employed in anti-doping cases is
that ofthe "balance ofprobabilities". This standard has developed over the years
from a requirement that the accused prove that its version of the facts are more
likely than not to have occurred, to a complex standard which may require the
cooperation of both parties in discharging the burden of proof.
Tue standard is not defined in the WADA Code, however practitioners
can consult various CAS decisions to determine both the traditional concept
and particular points to bear in mind for more complicated cases.
Tue "balance of probabilities" has historically been considered to require
that a hearing panel be satisfied that there is a 51 % chance of a relevant scenario
having occurred. As stated in the Gasquet59 decision:
. . . it is the Pa nel's understa nding tha t, in ca se it is offered severa l
· a lterna tive exp la na tionsfa r the ingestion the prohibited substa nce,
but it is sa tisfied tha t one them is more lik ely tha n not to ha ve oc
curred, the Pla y er ha s met the required sta nda rd proof{ . . ] In tha t
ca se, it rema ins irreleva nt tha t there ma y a lso be other possibilities
ingestion, a s long as they a re considered by the Pa nel to be less lik ely to
ha ve occurred. In other words,fa r thePa nel to be sa tisfied tha t a mea ns
ofingestion is demonstrated on a ba la nce ofprobability , simply mea ns,
in percentage terms, tha t it is sa tisfied tha t there is a 51% cha nce it
ha ving occurred. 60

oJ

See for example CAS 2014/ A/3625 Sivasspor Kulübü, v. UEFA at para. 132 (citing CAS
2005/A/908 and CAS 2 �09/1920).

WADA itself also included in the 2009 WADA Code a statement to the effect that: 0 ... the

greater the potential pe,formance-enhancing ejfed of the substance, the higher the burden to
prove Lack of an intent to enhance spart performance" (see comment to Art. 10.4 of the 2009

WADA Code). Whilst this provision no longer exists, it remains to be seen whether future
CAS panels will apply similar reasoning when considering the concept of "intent" in the
2015 WADA Code.
55

See CAS OG 1996/003 Korneev& Ghouliev v lOCat page 18.

57

For example, the new Article 3.2.1 in the 2015 WADACode (dealing with the scientific validity
of analytical methods or decision limits) does not expressly set out the standards of proof for
the respective parties in the proceedings. In linewith the general principle thatthe Antidoping
Organisation is required to prove an offence to the standard of comfortable satisfaction, it is
submitted that comfortable satisfaction is also required for an Antidoping Organisation (or
indeed WADA) to establish the reliability of the relevant analytical method or decision limit
This is supported by the discussion in CAS 2011/A/2566 Andrus Veerpalu v. International Ski
Federation (which was in fact the case which led to the insertion of Article 3.2.1 in the 2015
WADACode) at para. 95: 0this Panel holds that the Respondent bears the burden of proving to the

Panels comfortable satisfaction that the Test is re[iable, including that it is scient!fically sound. This
is in line with previous CAS jurisprudence, namely that •rmJethods for the detedion of prohibited
substances need to be validated. O nly methods which are scient!fically Jitfor purpose' can be
applied to analyze samples in theftght against doping"(referring to CAS 2010/ A/2296).

oJ

oJ

oJ

CAS 2014/A/3630 Dirk de Ridder v. International Sailing Federation {ISAF) at para. 115.

56

oJ

58

See CAS 2012/A/2773 IMF v. SEGAS and Ms. lrini Kokkinariou. See also Rigozzi, Haas,
Wisnosky and Viret, Breaking down the processfor determining a basic sandion under the
2015 World Antidoping Code, lnt Sports Law J (2015) 15:3-48 (available at <http://ssm.com/
abstract=2631425> ).

59

CAS 2009/A/1930 WADA & ITF v. Gasquet.

60

At para. 5.9. See also CAS 2008/A/1515 WADA v Swiss Olympic Association and Simon Daubney
0
(at page 23) where the Panel stated thatthe [. •• J athlete has the burden of persuading the Panel

that the occurrence of the circumstances on which the athlete relies is more probable than their
non-occurrence or more probable than other possible explanations of the positive testing". See
also CAS 2011/A/2384 UCI v. Alberto Contador Velasco & RFEC and CAS 2011/ A/2386 WADA
v. Alberto Contador Velasco & RFEC; andCAS 2013/A/3112 World Antidoping Agency v. Lada

Chernova & Russian Antidoping Agency (and the cases cited therein).
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Contrary to the 2009 WADA Code, the 2015 version now provides for
a catch all provision in Article 3. 1 that states:
Where the Code places the burden of proof upon the Athlete or other
Person alleged to have committed an anti- doping rule violation to rebut
a presumption or establish speciftedfacts or circumstances, the standard
of proof shall be by a balance of probability. 61

Thus,for example, an athlete will be required to prove,on the balance of
probabilities that:(i) a departure from a relevant standard or other rule occurred
which could reasonably have caused the positive test (Articles 3.2.2 and 3.2.3),
noting that a recent panel has provided further instruction on the level of
satisfaction a panel requires in such cases�2; (ii) the possession of a Prohibited
Substance or Method was consistent with a Therapeutic Use Exemption or
other acceptable justification63; (i�) the athlete's prohibited association with a
person was not in a professional or spart related capacity64; (iv) the source of
the substance in the athlete's system65; (v) the lack of a doping-related intent
in consuming a Prohibited (non-Specified) substance66 or in failing to submit
to sample collection67; (vi) the fact that a Prohibited Substance was used out
of-competition and in a context unrelated to spart performance68 ; (vii) the
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existence of a contaminated product69 ; and(viii) the athlete bears No Fault or
Negligence70 or No Significant Fault or Negligence71 •

C. "ßEWEISNOTSTAND" OR 11 EVIDENCE CALAMITY"
Tue standard of proof was considered in great detail in the Contador
decision,where the Panel acknowledged that it may require special application
in so-called instances ofb eweisnotstandor "evidence calamity"72• Such situations
arise when a party faces serious difficulty in discharging his or her burden of
proofbecause the information required to prove the fact is not in the athlete's
control, or involves proof of a "negative fact"(e.g. that an athlete did not use
a prohibited substance)73 •
In its assessment of the relevant standards and ·burdens of proof, the
Contador panel clari:fi.ed that in such cases principles of procedural fairness
demand that the opposing party who contests an explanation must " substantiate
and explain in detail why it considers that thefacts submitted by the other party are
wrong'74• Tue Panel noted that while there is no re-allocation of the burden of

proof, such cases will result in a "duty of cooperation" ofthe contesting party75 •
A subsequent CAS panel also has considered this concept, however
noted that:
Nonetheless thePanel reminds itse!fthat theRespondent has no burden
to dt"scharge. lt can take its stand on the position that the Ap pellant's
evidence does not meet the threshold of balance of probabilities. Th e
Appellant placed reliance o n a passage in Contador cited above at
para 7.2 (4). Th e Panel does not read that passage as in any sense
contra dicting the allocation ofburden in Article 10.4 of the Ru/es. lt
ack nowledges that there are circumstances in which notwithstanding
that the legal burden is placed upon a party, an evidential burden
may be placed upon the other party. However, the citcumstances of the
present case do notfall within such a category, and thePanel does not see
any reason to departfrom the usual allocation ofthe burden of proof'6

Notably, the removal of Article 10:4 (and the Comment to same) means thatthere is now no
longer an express statement in the WADA Code to the effect that "the Athlete may establish
how the Specified Substance entered the body by a balance of probability". With that said,
the sole instances in the 2009 WADA Code that required an athlete to prove a fact to the
standard of"comfortable satisfaction" (Article 10.4 and Article 10.6) have also been removed,
thus allowing the general and catch-all provision in Article 3.1 to be sufficient to cover all
instances where the burden of proof is imposed on the athlete.
62

Notably, and as stated above (see footnote 57), the new Article 3.2.1 in the 2015 WADA
Code (dealing with the scientific validity of analytical methods or decision limits) does
not expressly set out the standards of proof for the respective parties in the proceedings.
That said, it is expected that in light of the general requirement for an athlete to "rebut a
presumption" that an athlete will need to do so only an the balance of probabilities.
See Article 2.6.
See Article 2.10.
See the definitions to "No Fault or Negligence" and "No Significant Fault or Negligence" in
Appendix 1 to the WADA Code.

66

See Article 10.2.1.1.

67

See Article 10.3.1.

68

See Article 10.2.3. Notably, as concerns Specified Substances the athlete shall only be
required to establish that the substance was used out-of-competition, whereas for non
Specified Substances the athlete will be required to establish both elements (i.e. out-of
competition and in a context unrelated to sports performance).

69

See Article 10.5.1.2.

70

See Article 10.4. This includes proving acts of sabotage as per the Comment to Article 10.4.

71

See Article 10.5.

72
73
74
75
76

CAS 2011/A/2384 UCI v. Alberto Contador Velasco & RFEC and CAS 2011/A/2386 WADA v.
Alberto Contador Velasco & RFEC at para. 254.
lbid at para. 254 and 261.
lbid at para. 255.
lbid at para. 256.
See CAS 2012/A/2767 Nadir Bin Hendi v. UIM at para. 16.17. See also CAS 2014/A/3615
WADA v. Lauris Daiders, janis Daiders & FIM at para. 52-53.
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lt appears that the application of this principle will be undertaken by
CAS panels on a case by case basis.

IV. THE ADMISSIBILITY AND EVALUATION OF EVIDENCE
Following on from the concepts of the burdens and standards of proof
are the essential questions of the admissibility and evaluation of evidence.
lndeed, regardless of the applicable stand_ard or burden, a party must prove its
case with:(i) admissible; and (ii) convincing evidence. CAS panels have, in the
context of anti-doping proceedings, considered many interesting questions on
the admissibility of- and weight to be placed on - certain types of evidence.77
Furthermore, the WADA Code itself contains specific provisions as to
the admissibility of evidence, for \example by providing that the presence of a
Prohibited Substance may only Be established by sample analysis performed
by a WADA-approved laboratory.78 W ith respect to all other "facts related to
[anti-]doping rule violations [these] may be established by any reliable means,
including admissions".79
In view of the many interesting precedents on this topics, the following
sections shall consider the admissibility and evaluation of forms of evidence
typically submitted by the anti-doping organisation(Section A) and the athlete
(Section B) as weil as briefly noting certain issues with document production
in anti-doping proceedings.
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lnterestingly, the recent revisions to the WADA Code (and its related
regulations and standards) 81 have focused not only on strengthening sanctions
but also on the role ofinvestigations and the use ofintelligence in anti-doping
proceedings. In that respect, it can be expected that (as with the high profile
proceedings against Lance Armstrong82 and the Australian football players83)
more and more cases will involve so-called "non-analytical evidence":
Th e current Code makes clear that anti-doping rule violations can be
proved by any reliable means. This includes both analy tical and non
analy tical evidence obtained through investigations. Many ofthe most
high-p rojile successes in thejight against doping have been based largely
on evidence obtained either by Antidoping Organizations or the civil
authorities through the investigations process. 84

W hilst WADA is of course correct that non-analytical evidence obtained
through investigations could be "reliable", it is clear that questions of the
admissibility and weight of such evidence will need to be determined on a
case by case basis.
Issues that have arisen with "non-analytical" cases in the past (both in
the context of doping and corruption proceedings) relate to: (i) establishing
a violation on the basis of biological samples where no positive anti-doping
test has been returned; (ii) protected witnesses; and (iii) the admissibility of
illegally obtained evidence.

A. EVIDENCE OF THE ANTIDOPING ÜRGANISATION

As far as the Antidoping Organisation is concerned, it may establish a
violation based on:
theAthlete's admissions, the credible testimony of third Persons, reliable
documentary evidence, reliable analytical datafrom either an A or B
Sample . . . or conclusions drawnJrom the projileofa seriesoftheAthlete's
blood or urine samples, such as datafrom theAthleteBiologicalPassport. 80

77

As we have previously noted, there is no rule in the CAS Code to define what may, or may
not, be admitted in terms of evidence. Arbitral panels are granted considerable discretion
in admitting evidence and are not bound by the rules of evidence that are applicable before
(Swiss) civil or criminal courts. See Rigozzi/Quinn, "Evidentiary lssues Before CAS", in M.
Bernasconi (ed.) International Sports Law andJurisprodence of the C4S, Bern 2014, at page 39.

81

For a discussion of the changes to the general approach to doping and standards/other
rules of WADA see: <https://wada-main-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/wadc-2015-draft
version-4.o-significant-changes-to-2009-en.pdf> as well as Rigozzi, Viret and Wisnosky,
Does the Worid Antidoping Code Revision Live up to its Promises?, Jusletter 11 November 2013
(available at: <http://www.lk-k.com/data/document/rigozzi-viret-wisnosky-wadc-revision11-november-2013.pdf>) Rigozzi, Viret and Wisnosky, Lotest Changes to the 2015 WADA
Code - Fairer; Smaner; Clearer. .. and not quite Finished, Jusletter 20 January 2014 (available at
<http://www.lk-k.com/data/document/rigozzi-viret-wisnosky-latest-changes-the-2015wada-code-jusletter-20-january-2014.pdf> ).
USADA's Reasoned Decision is available at: <http://cyclinginvestigation.usada.org/>.

79

See Article 3.2 of the WADA Code.

Otherwise referred to as the Essendon supplements controversy, this case involves
allegations of the use of a prohibited substance against a number of players of the Essendon
football club. Whilst the first instance anti-doping tribunal returned a not-guilty verdict,
WADA has appealed the case to CAS and the hearing shall take place in November 2015: see
<http://www.tas-cas.org/en/general-information/news-detail/article/australian-football
hearing-in-the-arbitration-procedure-between-wada-34-current-and-former-players-of
essendon-fc-the-afl-and-asada.html>.

80

See Comment to Article 3.2 WADA Code. The express reference in this provision to the
"Athlete Biological Passport" was added in the 2015 edition of the WADA Code.

See <https://wada-main-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/wadc-2015-draft-version-4.o-significant
changes-to-2009-en.pdf>.

78

See Articles 2.11 3.2 and 6 of the WADACode and the International Standard for Laboratories.
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should consider the DNA evidence in combination with all the other
evidence in the case: see e.g. R v GK (2001) 53 NSWLR 31 7, 323per
Mason P (New South Wales Court ofAppeal, Australia).

1 . CASES INVOLVING ATHLETES' BIOLOGICAL DATA
(BUT NO POSITIVE TEST)

As is clear from the number of cases based on the Athlete Biological
Passport (ABP) in recent years, non-analytical cases are most certainly on
the rise. 1his development is not new, however, and as far back as 2005, the
American Arbitration Association was already dealing with the BALCO case.
By way of exarp.ple, the BALCO-related case of Michelle Collins involved
incriminating emails, elevated haematocrit levels (indirectly confirming the
use of EPO) and a pattern of testosterone levels which indirectly con:fi.rmed
the use of synthetic testosterone85•
In 2008 another "non-analytical" case involved seven Russian track and
:fi.eld athletes, who were held to_ have manipulated their urine samples after
DNA evidence demonstrated thafl their in-competition and out-of-competition
samples could not have come from the same person86 • In considering the
reliability of the relevant DNA evidence the Panel stated that:
'Jhe Panel accepts the expert evidence ofDr Castella that the method of
DNA analysis was a common and weil established one, that the results
were clear and reliable, thatno DNA diversion could have takenplace,
and that since a geneticjile belongs to only one person it cannot be
falsijied. 'Jhe Panel is thus ofthe view that DNA analysis is a reliable
evidentiary means to establish an anti-doping rule violation such as the
use ofa prohibited substance or 'method or the tampering or attempted
tampering with doping controls. 'Ihe Paneljinds that the natural, if
not irresistible inference, is that the Athletes have somehow arranged to
have the urine ofthirdpersons used in their out ofcompetition testing.
However, the Panel notes that, although many courts around the world
routinely base criminal convictions on DNA evidence, some courts have
warned in criminal cases that DNA evidence should not be relied upon
as a complete substitutefar proofbeyond reasonable doubt. 'Jhe court
85

86

See, for example, the AAA decision concerning Michelle Collins (availableat: < http://www.
usada.org/wp-content/uploads/AAA-CAS-Decision-Collins.pdf>) where it was stated that
"Collins has never had a single drug testfoundto be positive doping violation, but USADA'.s charges
are based, in part, on all of the blood and urine tests at IO C-accredited laboratories that she has
had in recent years. USADA also relies upon documents seized bythe U.S. gavernmentfrom BALCO
that have been provided to USADA; statements made by BALCO officials; documents obtained by
other law enforcement means; and other documents about Michelle Collins" (at para. 1 .2).
CAS 2008/A/171 8 IMF v. All Russia Athletic Federation & Olga Yegorova; CAS 2008/A/1 719
IMF v. All Russia Athletic Federation&Svetlana Cherkasova; CAS 2008/A/1720 IMF v. All Russia
Athletic Federation & Yuliya Fomenko; 0\5 2008/A/1721 IMF v. All Russia Athletic Federation
& Gu/fiya Khanafeyeva; CAS 2008/A/,722 IMF v. All Russia Athletic Federation & Tatyana
Tomashova; CAS 2008/A/1 723 IMF v. All Russia Athletic Federation & Yelena Soboleva; and
CAS 2008/A/1724 IA(l.F v. All Russia Athletic Federation & Daria Pishchalnikova.

The Panel observes that such comments have no application wh�e,
as here, the standard ofproofis not that ofbeyond reasonable doubt.
Nevertheless it isprudent, especially since the allegations are ofa most
serious kind, to considerjirst, any relevant circumstantial evidence to
see whether, in combination with the DNA evidence, it supports the
initial assessment that anti-doping violations occurredand, secondly,
to consider the quality-control and chain of custody questions which
might ajfect the probative value ofthe DNA results. 87

Tue Panel went on. to . consider such circumstantial evidence (includ.ing
expert evidence that several of the athfetes had "bloodprojiles indicative ofthe

long term use ofrh-EPO or otherfarms ofblood doping {which provides} a motive
far tampering with the out ofcompetition samples, namely a need to disguise the use
ofprohibited substances"88) and ultimately held that the athletes had committed

anti-doping rule violations.
Other notable examples of the use of DNA evidence in the ambit of a
wider, circumstantial case include CAS 2010/N2083 UCI v. Jan Ullrich &
Swiss Olympic89 and CAS 2009/N1879 Alejandro Valverde v. Comt"tato Olimpico

Nazionale Italiano90•

As noted above, recent years have also seen a significant rise in the number
ofproceedings brought on the basis of an athlete's ABP. The ABP is, in effect, a
87

88
89

90

lbid at para. 1 79-1 81 . The Panel also noted at para. 195 that while the laboratory which
conducted the DNAanalysis could not benefitfrom the presumption of proper procedures
(as with WADA-accredited laboratories), this did not in and of itself render the analysis
unreliable. The Panel accepted the relia bility ofthe DNA testing p,rocedures an the basis
that the laboratory "acts in criminal cases for theSwiss confederation ... is ISO 7025 accredited,
and ... the offices within the LGF know very weil the measures to be taken in order to ovoid any
DNA contamination".
lbidat para. 1 84.
"In summary, the documentary evidence presented by the UC/ shows that (1) Dr. Fuentes was
engaged in the provision of doping services to athletes, (2) Ullrich travelled in the vicinity of Dr.
Fuentes' operations on multiple occasions, and evidence in Dr. Fuentes' possession suggested
that Ullrich was in personal contact with him on certain of those occasions, (3) Ullrich paid Dr.
Fuentes very substantial sums of money for services that have not been particularised, and (4)
a DNA analysis has confirmed that Ullrich'.s genetic profile matches blood bags that appear to
have been for doping purposesfound in the possession of Dr. Fuentes. The evidence has been
obtainedfrom multiple sources and is internally consistent despite d!fferences in its provenance.
The evidence is probative and directlyrelated to the question of whether an antidoping violation
has occurred'' at para. 65.
Wh ich involved a comprehensive discussion on theadmissibilityand evaluation of evidence
by CAS Panelsat pages 18-38.
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compilation of an athlete's biological markers which is then used to establish a
biological profile for each individual athlete91 • As noted by WADA, the passport
must be distinguished from traditional anti-doping analyses {both blood
and urine) which are used to identify the presence of a particular prohibited
substance in an athlete's system. Instead, the "fimdamentalp rinciple of the [ABP]

is to monitor selected biological v ariables ov er time that indirectly rev eal the effe cts
dop ing rather than attemp ting to detect the dop ing substance or method itse!f92•

of

In light of the somewhat revolutionary nature of the ABP, the associated
evidentiary issues debated in the literature and CAS proceedings are numerous
and weil beyond the scope of the present article. Suffi.ce to say that, along
with DNA ,and other, circumstantial evidence, anti"".doping organisations are
developing sophisticated methods to identify and prosecute violations.
lt is also notable that n9n-analytical tools such as investigations,
.cooperation with governments, police and customs and, indeed, the use of
biological markers to indirectly identify doping are now often used by anti
doping organisations to target test athletes. Thus, the traditional and the
contemporary methods are being employed simultaneously in an attempt to
catch up to athletes who had previously appeared to be one step ahead of the
scientific advances.
2. PROTECTED WITNESSES

W hen it comes to investigations, one issue that routinely hinders anti
-doping organisations is the unwillingness of witnesses to speak out against
those who have doped.
In recent years, CAS Panels have been required to determine whether
a party can rely on the testimony of an anonymous or protected witness in
a case93 • Tue cases decided so far have indicated a certain trend, narnely that
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CAS Panels will be less inclined to allow protected witnesses in anti-doping
proceedings than in proceedings concerning corruption94.
One rationale for this is the higher likelihood that the safety of a witness
in a match-fixing case (where criminal elements are often involved) would be
compromised. A further rationale is the fact that the coercive investigatory
powers of the relevant governing bodies are limited in match-:fixing cases95
particularly when compared to anti-doping proceedings. Indeed, the anti
doping authorities impose as a precondition of participation that athletes
provide both bodily samples both in- and out-of-competition as weil as
detailed whereabouts information96 • Furthermore, foilowing the advent of the
ABP programme, the authorities have the complete physiological profiles of
the athletes at their disposal. Finally, as a result of agreements between do,ping
authorities, as weil as these organisations and relevant government authorities
{e.g. customs), there is a wide range of shared data available to anti-doping
organisations in conducting their investigations97•
In that light, it is understandable that CAS panels would be hesitant to
accept the evidence of protected witnesses in anti-doping proceedings unless
certain conditions are met.
In the Contador proceedings, the relevant Panel noted that the issue of
anonymous witnesses is linked to the right to a fair trial under the ECHR, in
particular, the right ofa person to "examine or have examined witnesses testifying
against him or her"98 • Tue Panel stated that:
Admitting anonymous witnessesp otentially infringes up on both the
rig ht to be heard and the right to afair trial ofap arty, since thep ersonal
data and record of a witness are imp ortant elements of infa rmation
94

See for example the differing approaches taken in the Pobeda decision CAS 2009/A/1920
FK Pobeda, Aleksandar Zabrcanec, Nikalce Zdraveski v. UEFA (at para. 44, 55, and 72-75) and
the Contador decision CAS 2011/A/2384 UCI v. Alberto Contador Velasco & RFEC and CAS
2011/A/2386 WADA v. AlbertoContador Velasco & RFEC Note, however thatthe Panel refused

to hear protected witnesses in the corruption proceedings in CAS 2010/A/2267, 2276, 2279,
2280, 2281 Football Gub "Metalist" etal v. FFU.
91

The ABP originally featured only a "haematological" module, which sought to identify
prohibited substances and methods aimed at the manipulation ofblood (for example EPO
and blood transfusions). In 2014 the "steroidal" module was introduced, which is used to
detect the use of exogenous steroids. For further information see: <https://www.wada
ama.org/en/media/news/2014-09/the-steroidal-module-creating-a-stronger-athlete
biological-passport>.

92

See < h ttps://www.wada-ama.org/en/what-we-do/science-medical/athlete-biologi
cal-passport>.

93

For a discussion of the treatment of protected witnesses in both criminal and disciplinary
proceedings see Morgan, M. The Role of Arbitration in dealing with Sporting Fraud issues,
available at <http://www.morgansl.com/pdfs/131023SportingFraudArticleConference. pdf>.

95

See, for example, CAS 2010/A/2172 Mr O leg O riekhov v. UEFA at para. 54.

96

See Art. 2.3 ofthe WADC which classes •refusing or failing withoutcompellingjusttfication to
submit to Sample collection after nottfication as authorized in applicable anti-doping rules, or
otherwise evading Sample collection" as a violation; and Art. 2.4 which imposes a penalty on
athletes who fail to make themselves available for out of competition testing three times
within an eighteen-month period - including by failing to file whereabouts information and
missing tests.

97

For one example see the sources from which UK Antidoping collects information at: <http://
www.ukad.org.uk/what-we-do/intelligence/>.

98

Contadorat para. 172 (referringto Aiticle 6.1 EHCR and noting that said article was applicable
both in criminal and civil proceedings).
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to have in hand when testing hislh er credibility. Furtherm ore, it is a
right of each party to assist in the taking of evidence and to be able to
ask the witness questions. 99

Tue Panel further noted that a mere abstract danger to the personality
rights and personal safety of a witness was insufficient to allow for anonymity:
[ . . ] there must be a concrete or at least a lik ely danger in relation to the
protected interests of the person concern ed. Furtherm ore, the measure
ordered by the tribunal must be adequate and proportionate in relation
to all interests concerned. Th e more detrimental the measure is to the
procedural rights ofa party the more concrete the threat to the protected
interests of the witness must be. 100
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J. ADMISSIBILITY OF ILLEGALLY OBTAINED EVIDENCE
Finally, CAS Panels hearing disciplinary cases have also been required
to consider the admissibility of illegally obtained evidence. In view of the new
focus on investigations in anti-doping proceedings , it can reasonably be expected
that this issue may arise more commonly in future.
Tue admissibility of such evidence has been considered on a number of
occasions including in the anti-doping proceedings in the Va lverde decision,
where it was stated that the:
internal Swiss legal order does not setforth a general princip le
according to which illicit evidence would be generally inadmissible in
civil proceedings befo re State cou rts. On the contrary and according
to the long- stantlingjurisp rudence of the Federal Tribunal, whether
the evidence is admissible or inadmissible dep ends on the evaluation
of various asp ects and legal interests. For example, the nature the
infringement, the interest in getting at the truth, the evidentiary
di.fficultiesfar the interested party, the behaviour of the victim, the
parties' legitimate interests and the possibility to obtain the (same)
evidence in a lawfa l manner are relevant in this context [. . . ] Th e
above described princip les are only aJe eble source of inspirationfa r
arbitra l tribunals. [. . ]
. In particular, the prohibition to rely on illega l
evidence in State court proceedings is not binding per se upon an arbitra l
tribunal [. . . ]As seen abo ve, the discretion of the arbitra tor to decide on
the admissibility of evidence is exclusively limited by procedural public
policy. In this respect, the use of illega l evidence does not automatically
concern Swiss public policy, which is violated only in the presence of
ari intolera ble contra diction with the sentiment ofjustice, to the effect
that the decision appears incompatible with the values recognised in a
State govern ed by the rule of law" . 102

In the Contadorproceedings, the Panel was unconvinced that the interests

of the relevant witness were threatened to an extent that could justify his
protection, in particular given the extent to which this would curtail the
· procedural rights of Mr. Contador. The Panel considered relevant ECHR and
Swiss case law and noted that the requirements to allow protected witnesses
must be strict:
Referring toECHR case law (theDoorson, vanMechelen andKram ik i
cases), the Swiss Federal Tribunal considered that the use of protected
Witnesses, although admissible, mu. st be subject to strict conditions:
the witness shall motivate hislh er-, request to remain anonymous in a
convincing manner; and the court must have the possibility to see the
witness. In such cases, the right to afa ir trial must be ensured through
other means, namely a cross-� xamination through "audiovisual
protection" and an in- depth verification of the identity and the
rep utation of the anony mous witness by the court. Finally, the Swiss
Federal Tribunal stressed that the ECHR and its ownjurisprudence
impose that the decision is not ''solely or to a decisive extent" based
on an anony mous witness statement. Again refe rring to the ECHR
jurisp rudence, the SwissFederal Tribunal concludes that (i) the witness
must be concretelyfacing a risk of retaliations by the party helshe is
testify ing against ifh islher identity was k nown; (ii) the witness must
be questioned by the court itselfwhich must check hislh er identity and
the reliability ofhislher statements; and (iii) the witness must be cross
examined through an "audiovisual protection sy stem" . 101

99
100
101

Contadorat para. 175-176.
Contadorat para. 180.
Contadorat para. 181-182.

oJ

This decision has since been followed in a number of corruption cases103
and the admissibility of illegally obtained evidence in certain conditions was
ultimately confirmed by the Swiss Federal Tribunal104 in an appeal concerning
CAS corruption proceedings 105 • In arriving at its decision, the Swiss Federal
Tribunal noted that:
Th e Appellant rightly refra ins Jrom argu ing that illegally ob tained
evidence would be excluded in all cases according to the Swiss view; the
102

CAS 2009/A/1879 Alejandro Valverde Beimonte v. CO NI

103

See, for example, CAS 2011/A/2 4 25Ahongalu Fusimalohi v/FIFA;

104

See 4'4...362/2013 and 4'4_448/2013 of 27 March 2014.

105

The CAS case related to the admissibility of an illegally obtained video recording: see CAS
2010/A/2267, 2278, 2279, 2280, 2281 Football Club 0Metalist" et al v. FFU.
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interests at hand must instead be balanced; they are, on the one hand,
the interest infinding the truth and, on the other hand, the interest
in protecting the legal protection infringed upon by the gathering of
the evidence. 106

ß.

EVIDENCE OF THE ATHLETE OR OTHER PERSON

W hen it comes to athletes, the question is what may be used as
corroborating evidence for their defence - for example, whether it is possible
for an athlete to rely on a hair test or polygraph.
Tue traditional approach of CAS panels to the admissibility of polygraph
evidence was that the results of such test were inadmissible as per se evidence
under Swiss law, and that the declarations of the athlete would be taken into
consideration as "mere personal statements, with no additional evidentiary
1
value whatsoever"107•
More recent panels have re-examined this question, and held that
polygraph evidence is in fact admissible provided that it is "reliable"(i.e.that it
meets the test set out in Article 3.2 of the WADA Code). 108 Pursuant tö such
jurisprudence, polygraph evidence may now be admissible in CAS proceedings
provided that the relevant test is conducted in a professional manner; by
an experienced examiner; a�cording to the best professional standard; and
supported by empirical evidence. 109 With that said, the Contador panel also
expressly stated that:
. . . the Panel considers that the re sults of the polygrap h add somefo rce
to M Contador's declaration of innocence but do not, by nature, trump
other elements of evidence. 110

Following the Contador decision polygraph evidence has been considered
on (at least) two occasions with different results. In CAS 2013/N3170 the
Panel noted that the athlete in question " told the Panel he did not use cocain e
106

Decision,4,4.362/2013 (references omitted). The English translation of4'4...362/2013 is avail
able at <http://www.swissarbitrationdecisions.com/sites/default/fi1es/27%20mars%2o
2014%204A%20362%202013.pdf>.

1 07

CAS 2008/A/1515 WADA v Swiss Olympic & Daubney at para. 119. See also TAS 99/A/246
Ward v. EEI at para. 4-9 and CAS 9 6/156 Foschi v FINA, at para. 14.1.1.

108

See CAS 2011/A/2384 UCI v. Alberto Contador Velasco & RFEC and CAS 2011/A/2386 WADA
v. Alberto Contador Velasco & RFEC at para. 389-395. In admitting the evidence, the Panel
highlighted that the previous instances in which polygraph evidence had been excluded in
CAS arbitrations had involved proceedings priorto the implementation ofthe WADC (thus
priorto the express statement therein that facts may be established by any reliable means).

109

110

Jbid.
lbid at 394.
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a n the day of the fest and that, indeed, he has never used the substance. Th e expert
polyg raph evidence befo re the Panel is
some value to conclude that the Athlete
is telling the truth"111 • W hereas in CAS 2014/N3487, the Panel held that in

oJ

light of the evidence on behalf of the Antidoping Organisation there was no
need to consider the "admissibility or reliability" of the polygraph evidence.
Tue Panel stated that:
. . . while noting that previous GAS cases have considered this iss ue (see,
fo r example, UCI and WADA v Contador and RFEC, 2011/A/2384
& 2386; WADA v. Swiss Olympic Association & D aubney, GAS
2008/.A/1515) the Panel expresses no view as to the probative value
of this testimony or the written report. 112

As to the use ofhair tests in anti-doping proceedings, according to Article
5.2.4.4 of the International Standard for Laboratories (January 2015):
{a}ny testing results obtainedfrom hair, nails, oral.fluid or other biolo
gical material shall not be used to counterAdverseAnaly ticalFindings
or Atypical Findingsfrom urine. 113

lt is therefore clear that, in principle, an Antidoping Organisation could
object to an athlete's attempt to rely on such "biological matrices" to entirely
invalidate a positive urine test. However, given that Article 3.2 of the WADC
allows any "reliable means" of proving facts, it is still clearly possible to admit
such facts as support for any facet of the athlete's case aside from the absence
of a positive urine test. The question will then be the weight to be placed on
such evidence and the conclusions to be drawn from same.
By way of example, the Panel in the Gasquet decision was required to
consider whether there was arty evidence that the athlete had deliberately ingested
the amount of cocaine that was detected in the relevant sample. In deciding in
favour of the athlete, the Panel gave signincant weight to the fact that:
The Players hair test has shown that the Player has never, asfar as
the hair fest may go back in time including the time of the Miami
111

CAS 2013/A/3170 O mar Andres Pinzon Garcia v. FederacionColombiana de Natacion at para. 79.

112

CAS 2014/A/3487 Veronica Campbell-Brown v. The}amaica Athletics Administrative Association
(JAAA) & The lnternatianal Association of Athletics Federations (IMF) at para. 119.

113

A hairtest analysis was in fact submitted bythe athlete in the pre-WADA Code case ofTAS
99/A/234 David Meca-Medina v/FINA TAS 99/A/235 /gor Majcen v/FINA. lt was noted by
the Panel that the relevant expert: " ... concluded on the basis of hair testing [. ..}thatthere was

no evidence of Nandrolone doping byeither appellant priorto or ajterthe competition. However,
these tests are not definitive; nor did they deal with the Appellants 'situation as at the time of the
world championships. The question is what the tests showed in relation to the competition. lt
is no (and no necessary) part of FJNA's case that either Appellant was an habitual doper'' (see

footnote 19 (para. 5.1).
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tournament, consumed any cocaine at an amount above 10 mg. lt is
thus considered by the Panel as established that the Player is certainly
not a regular user ofthe substance in question. 114

arbitration Jile, whichever party may have offered the evidence in
question and regardless ofthepurposeJor which it did so. The necessary
consequence is that eachparty in an arbitralprocedure is deemed to
knowfrom the beginning that the arbitrators willexercise theirpower
tofreely assess all the evidence adduced and consequently that, as the
case may be, they may drawfrom an exhibitproduced by aparty some
consequences diametrically opposedto thepurpose given to this evidence
or even to the scope bothparties would agree to give it. 117

To the contrary, in CAS 2012/N2760, the Panel held that:
Ultimately, the First Respondent argues that the hair analysis carried
out in ]anuary 2012 would clearly demonstrate that her ingestion
of the prohibited substance would have been unique or prove only
subtherapeutic intakes. Without putting it under scrutiny, the Panel
considers that this question might [. . .} potentially play a role as to
know whether such substance was ingested to enhance perfarmance
or not, aJactor to be taken into account under Art. 295 UCIADR.
Considering, however, that thisprovision does not apply in thepresent
case [. . .} this argument bears no role [. . .]. The First Respondent has to
be reminded ofthefact that:c/enbuterol is aprohibitedsubstance which
is not submitted to any qua�titative threshold according toArt. 21.1.3
ADR. Accordingly, its merepresence in one's system suiftces to constitute
an anti-doping rule violation, and the question to know whether its
intake aimed at enhancing the athlete'sperfarmance or not is irrelevant.
The First Respondent's arguments thus have to be disregarded. 115

As is clear from the above, whilst both hair tests and polygraphs may be
admissible in CAS proceedings, the ultimate questions will be: (i) are they
reliable?; and (ii) what do they establish?
lt is important to recall that under Swiss law arbitral tribunals have
considerable discretion in terms of their evaluation of evidence116 • Thus, in
practice the key question to bear in mind when submitting any piece of evidence
is whether it is capable of convincing an arbitrator to the relevant standard and,
importantly, whether there is any danger that any element of such evidence
could in fact go against the relevant party's case:
Thefree assessment ofthe evidence implies that the arbitral tribunal
may decide the evidentiary weight of each piece of evidence in the

114

See CAS 2009/A/1926 ITF v. Gasquet; CAS 2009/A/1930 WADA v. ITF & Gasquet at para. 5.12.

115

See CAS 2012/ A/2760 UCI v. }ana Horakovo & CCF at para. 5.32. Given the new emphasis
on intention in sanctioning athletes under the 2015 WADA Code, it remains to be seen
whether such arguments will again be raised by athletes.

116

Failing any specific provision agreed by the parties, the deciding body is essentially free in
its evaluation of evidence. This is referred to as "libre appreciation des preuves" or the "free
assessment of the evidence" which is accepted as a "comerstone of arbitration" in Swiss law
(see ATF 4A_214/2013 at para. 4.3.1, English translation available at <http://www.swissarbi
trationdecisions.com/sites/default/files/5%2oaout%202013%204A%20214%2o2013.pdf>)
Moreover, the Panel's assessment of the evidence will not be reviewed bythe SupremeCourt
in an action to set aside the award (SupremeCourt decision 4A-584/2009 of 18 March 2010,
para 3.3, ASA Bulletin 2011, 426, at 431 and 4A-539/2008 of 19 February 2009 consid. 4.2.2).

C. THE ANTIDOPING ÜRGANISATION AND THE ATHLETE:
DocUMENT PRODUCTION

Document production is quite a sens1t1ve issue in anti-doping
proceedings in light of the balancing exercise between the athlete's desire to
fully understand the charges against him, and the anti-doping organisations'
desire to protect information which, if it became public knowledge, could
harm the :fight against doping.
According to Article R44.3(1) of the CAS Code, a party may request the
Panel to order the other party to submit documents in its custody or under
its control.1 18 The party seeking such an order must demonstrate that the
documents in question are likely to exist and are relevant to the case119 •
Given the nature of the requested order and its relevance for further
submissions and procedures, CAS usually deals with such requests on a
preliminary basis120 • In this regard document production can(be used to) slow
a procedure down since the party requesting the disclosure can request that
it not be �equired to file its final submissions until a decision has been taken
regarding the production of documents.121 However, in other cases the Panel
may decide that the matter of document production will only be decided upon
at the actual hearing122 •
117

118

119
120
121
122

See 4A_214/2013 at para. 4.3.1, English translation ava ilable at < http ://www.
swissarbitrationdecisions.com/sites/default/files/5%2oaout%202013%204A%20214%20
2013.pdf>.

Article R44.3(1) first sentence. See for example:CAS 2007/A/1359, FC Pyunik Yerevon v. E,AFC
Rapid Bucaresti & FIFA, Award of 26 May 2008, p. 8. As an "evidentiary measure", document
production should be requested by a party with reference to Articles R51 and R55.
See Article R44.3(1) second sentence.
See for exampleCAS 2010/A/2165,Alberto Blanco v. UnitedStatesAntidoping Ageno/(USADA)
at para. 5.9.

See for example CAS 2011/ A/2566, Andrus Veerpalu v. International Ski Federation at para.
35; CAS 2011/ A/2474 Antonio Urso & Marino Ercolani Casadei v. IOC at para. 18.
See for example CAS 2002/O/372, NOCCS & otherGaimants v/lOC at para. 23.
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Many document producti.on cases concem an Athlete seeking the scient:inc
documents that the anti.-doping organisation has used to establish the relevant
analytical procedure. Whilst the requirements of: (i) likelihood of existence;
and (ii) relevance, are generally unproblematic in these cases, an athlete must
also convince the Panel that the aforementioned balancing exercise between
the athlete's and anti-doping organisation's interests tips in their favour. A
good option in this regard is a non-disclosure agreement. Indeed, the guarantee
of confi.dentiality lessens the interest of the anti-doping organisations in not
producing the requested documents. &uch promise could also lead to the
production of documents based on an agreement between the parties, therefore
no longer requiring an order from a Panel123 •
In other cases, it is the anti-doping organisation that is seeking the
production ofdocuments. For instance, in a case involving the IOC the relevant
1
athlete was requested to produce "documents evidencing dijficulties experienced by
the athlete in providingfull urine samples in the doping controls undertaken by the
relevant sporti�g bodies during his career'124• Such request was eventually granted.
After obtaining the document production order, there are still many
issues that arise in relation to the execution of such order. CAS has developed
a number ofways to deal with a failure to produce or insufficient production.
Firstly, there is the possibility that a Panel can lower the applicable standard
of proof or even shift the burden of proofin a particular case if the documents
are not produced. For instance, in a case concerning a failure of production
by a WADA accredited laboratory, the· Panel ruled that "in consequence ofthe
Laboratory's refusal the Panel holds that it cannotplace theAppellants at aprocedural
disadvantage in bearing their burden ofproof, where the evidence requested is critical
to their defence and the laboratory remains in exclusive control ofits disclosure"125 • And
secondly CAS can, in some cases, contact the international sports federation
to assist with the execution of these orders126 •
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the battle against doping more than it favours the athlete's interests or harm
the athlete's right to privacy more than it favours the battle against doping.

V. CoNCLUDING REMARKS
From the above analysis it is clear that the WADA Code has, in effect,
crystallised the CAS jurisprudence rendered over the years in anti-doping
proceedings. With that said, it is also clear that CAS jurisprudence will continue
to interpret and clarify the provisions contained in the WADA Code.
In view ofthis, it is reasonable to conclude that CAS and anti-doping rules
are inextricably related, and perhaps even that anti-doping arbitration has become
a new and independent fi.eld of law. lndeed, the existence of specialised and
academic work in the fi.eld ofanti-doping law is a clear indication of this trend. 127
lt is certainly safe to say that any athlete - or indeed federation ....: faced
with anti-doping proceedings should seek specialist advice to ensure that the
myriad of concepts developed by CAS and WADA are adequately dealt with.
In particular, the implementation of the 2015 WADA Code is guaranteed to
bring with it new challenges of interpretation and the first CAS decisions are
likely to be instrumental in this regard.

In any event, all requests for document production have to be analysed on a
case by case basis. Every requested document has to be relevant to the case and
it is unlikely that an order will be made for documents which would damage
123

See forexample CAS 2010/A/2185,Alberto 8/onco v. UnitedStotesAntidopingAgeno/(USADA)
at para. 5.16(b); CAS 2005/A/884, TylerHomilton v. USADA & UCI at para. 9.

124

See CAS 2004/A/714, RobertFozekos v. IOC at para. 36.

125

See CAS 2009/A/1752, Vodim Devyotovskiy v/ lOC CAS 2009/ A/1753 lvon Tsikhon v/IOC at
para. 5.162.

126

See CAS 2013/A/3170, OmorAndres Pinzon Gorcio v. Federocion Colombiono de Notocion at
para. 19-20.

127

See, for example, Viret, M Evidence in Anti- Doping ot the lntersection of Science ond Low
(to be published by T.M.C. Asser Press in 2015) and the ongoing work of the World
Antidoping Commentary Project at the University of Neuchatei. Funded in full by a grant
from the Swiss National Science Fund, the goal ofthe latter is to create the world's first fully
comprehensive resource for anti-doping practitioners (see <http://wadc-commentary.
com/abouttheproject/ for further information>).
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